In this paper, we introduce a class of completely generalized strongly nonlinear quasivariational inequalities and construct a new iterative algorithm, which includes many known algorithms as special cases to solve variational inequalities and quasivariational inequalities. Further, we prove the convergence of the iterative sequences generated by this algorithm. Our results are the extension and improvements of the earlier and recent results in this field. ᮊ
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that variational inequality theory and complementarity theory play an important and fundamental role in mechanics, optimization, and control problems, operations research, management sciences, and other branches of mathematical and engineering sciences, and have become a rich source of inspiration for scientists and engineers. It has been w x shown by Karamardian 5 that if the convex set involved in a variational inequality problem and a complementarity problem is a convex cone, then both problems are equivalent.
An important and useful generalization of variational inequality problems is the generalized variational inequality problem introduced and w x w x w x w x studied by Browder 2 , Rockafellar 11 , Saigal 12 , Fang and Peterson 4 , w x w x Siddiqi and Ansari 13 , and Ding 3 , where the mapping involved in the formulation of a variational inequality is replaced by a multivalued mapping. On the other hand, one new class known as the strongly nonlinear Ž . variational quasivariational inequality problem was introduced and stud-w x w x ied by Noor 7, 9 and Siddiqi and Ansari 14 , and another new class Ž . known as the general strongly nonlinear variational quasivariational w x inequality problem was introduced and studied by Siddiqi and Ansari 15 w x and Zeng Luchuan 16 .
In this paper, we first introduce a class of completely generalized strongly nonlinear quasivariational inequalities. Motivated and inspired by w x the iterative method of Ishikawa 19 , we construct a new iterative algorithm, which includes many known algorithms as special cases to solve variational inequalities and quasivariational inequalities. Further, we prove the convergence of the iterative sequences generated by this algorithm. Our main results extend and improve the earlier and recent results w x w x including the corresponding results of Fang and Peterson 4 , Noor 7, 9 , w x w x Siddiqi and Ansari 13᎐15 , and Ding 3, 17 .
PRELIMINARIES
Let H be a Hilbert space with its dual H * whose norm and inner 5 5 Ž . product are denoted by и and и, и , respectively. The pairing between ² : H* and H is denoted by и , и . Let ⌳ be a canonical isomorphism for H * onto H defined by
for all x g H and u g H *.
Ž .
H * H
Now let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of H, and T, A: H ª 2 H * be two multivalued mappings. Let g be a continuous mapping Ž . from H into itself; then we consider a problem of finding x g H, u g T x , Ž . Ž . and¨g A x such that g x g K and ² :
which we shall call the completely generalized strongly nonlinear varia-Ž Ž . . tional inequality problem CGSNVIP T, A; K .
If both T and A are single valued mappings and g is the identity Ž . Ž . Ž . mapping, i.e., g x s x for each x g H, CGSNVIP T, A; K 2.1 reduces Ž w x. to the strongly nonlinear variational problem see Noor 7 .
Ž . If A s 0 and g is the identity mapping, the problem 2.1 reduces to the w x generalized variational problem, considered by Fang and Peterson 4 , w x w x Siddiqi and Ansari 13 , and Ding 3 .
Ž . If both T and A are single valued mappings then the problem 2.1 is called the general strongly nonlinear variational inequality problem, conw x w x sidered by Siddiqi and Ansari 15 and Zeng Luchuan 16 . Ž . If g is the identity mapping, the problem 2.3 is said to be the genera-Ž Ž lized strongly nonlinear quasicomplementarity problem GSNQCP T, A;
Ž .
Ž . In many important applications K x has the form
Ž . We note that if the mapping m is zero, the problem 2.3 is reduced to Ž . Ž . Ž . finding x g H, u g T x , and¨g A x such that g x g K and ² :
The problem of type 2.5 is called the completely generalized strongly Ž Ž . . nonlinear complementarity problem CGSNCP T, A; K .
If both T and A are single valued mappings, A is replaced by yA, and Ž . g is the identity mapping, the problem of type 2.5 is considered by Noor w x 9 . For the mathematical and physical formulations of such problems, see w x Noor 10 .
Let K be a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space H. We recall that if Ž . P denotes the projection onto K, that is, for each x g H, P x is the y sm x q P yym x .
x Let X, d be a metric space, 2 be the family of all nonempty subsets of
x is said to be the -contraction mapping if
By a careful analysis of the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 of Boyd and w x w x Wong 1 , Ding 17 gave the following theorem which is a generalization of w x Theorem 3.1 of 13 . 
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has a fixed point. s m x* q P g x* y⌳ u*y¨* ym x* , s 1y␣ x q␣ y yg y q m y q P g y 
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n n n 1 n Ž . By the condition 4.1 , we obtain 1r2 2 2
Similarly, we can get
Therefore, we deduce Ž . where k s 2 1 y 2␦2 and t s 1 y 2 ␤ q ␣ . Hence 
